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Las oraciones condicionales se clasifican por lo general en
función de relaciones de compatibilidad en la forma de las
expresiones verbales que ocunen en la cláusula condicio

nal (o antecedente/ pr óta sis ) y la clá u sula matriz (o co ns e
cuente/ ap ódos is ) . En su uso básico las orac iones condi

cionales denotan

que la situación en la cláusula matriz es
la de la c on d i ci onal . Sin em

directamente contingente de

bargo, esta explicación semántica requiere elaboración para
dar cuenta de las llamadas "pseudo-condicionales". Mi pro

pósito en este artículo es revisar las oraciones condiciona
les

d es de un punto ele

vi st a semántico. En mi op ini ón, el

análisis de las oraciones condicionales se enriquecería si su

clasificación se realizara us ando un modelo de la estructura
suby acente de la cláusula como el p ropues to por Hcngeveld

(1987, 1988, 1989).

L INTRODUCTION
Conditional sentences are usually clas sifi ed in terms of comp atibility

rclations in the form or thc verbal exprcssions oc cu tTi ng in the cnnditíonal
c lau se (or antcceclent/ prota sis) and

t he matrix elause ( or c ons c quc nt/

apoclosi s). Sorne cxamples of compatible combinations are these:
PRESENT-I�un.m.E
I f he studies, he will pass thc exarn

PAST-CONDITIONAL
lf he studicd, he would pass the cxam

PAST SUBJUNCTIVE-CONDITIONAL PERFECT
l r he

had studicd, he would havc passed the exam

My concern hcre is not formal aspects like the verbal forms used in
cach part or th e conj uncti on introducing thc conditional sentence. In this
papcr I will revicw c onc! itional sentences on scmantic grounds. Semantically,
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conditional sentences are said to convey that the situation in the matrix
clause is directly contingent on that of the conditional clause. However,
this semantic account requires elaboration so as to cover the so-called
"pseudo-conditionals".
In my opinion, the semantic analysis of conditional sentences could
benefit if a layered model of the underlying clause structure as proposed
by Hengeveld ( 1987, 1988, 1989) was used for their classification.

2. THE UNDERLYING STRUCTURE OF THE CLAUSE

Inherent in the functional approach to language is the recognition
of severa! layers of structural organization of the clause corresponding to
the multiple functions that the clause fulfils in the act of communication. In
the Halliday tradition the clause is seen as
Fig.1

(i) a representation of processes
(ii) an exchange between speaker and addressee, and
(iii) an organized message,
which means that the clause is viewed in relation to the three macro
functions of language:
(i) the ideational (dealing with matters of propositional content),
(ii) the interpersonal (concerned with the interaction between
speaker and addressee), and
(iii) the textual (involving the structuring of information in
discourse).
The functionalist grammatical model of Functional Grammar
(henceforth FG) also adopts this overall conception of the clause structure,
though expressed in different terms and enriched by subdivisions of the
representational and interpersonal layers1•
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Fig.2

IDEATIONAL function

Leve! 1
Leve! 2

Predicat e
Prcdication
INTERPERSONAL function
Level3
Proposition
Illocution
Level4
Each of the layers or levels of semantic organization refers to a
particular entity and is represented by a structural unit:
Fig.3
Structural unit

Dcsignation

Leve! 1
Level2

Terms
Predication

Level3
Level4

Proposition
Clause

Individual
State of Affairs (henceforth
So A)
Possible Fact
Spcech Act

The first three types of entity correspond to thc classification made
by Lyons (1977) into first, second and third order entities:
Fig. 4
Structural unit

Term
Predication
Proposition
Clause

Designation

Lyons' typology

Evaluation

Individual
SoA
Possible Fact
Speech Act

l st order cntity

Existence
Rcality
Truth
Felicity

2nd order cntity
3rd arder cntity
4th order entity2

First-order entities are physical objects that can be located in
space and time:
(l)

John, Mary, book
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Second-order entities refer to processes, events and states of affairs,
which are said to take place rather than to exist:
(2)

John gave a book to Mary

Third order entities are abstract entities outside space and time,
which can be asserted in terms of their truth.
(3)

1

think that John will give a book to Mary

The difference between a SoA and a Possible Fact is illustrated in
the different behaviour of each of the two entities in certain grammatical
processes. For example, a SoA could be referred back by means of the
pronoun it, whereas in the case of Possible Facts, this has to be done by
means of so:
1
1
1
1

saw that John gave the book to Mary
saw it
thought that John would give the book to Mary
thought so

FG even extends Lyons' classification to include a fourth-order
entity, which refers to a speech act and can be evaluated in terms of its
felicity (Austin 1962)3
•

(4)

John (speaking to Mary): Can 1 give you a book?

3. CONDITIONAL CLAUSES ON SEMANTIC GROUNDS

In their basic use, conditional clauses convey that the situation in
the matrix clause is contingent on that in the subordinate (ie. the conditional)
clause (Quirk 1985: 1088): "Put another way, the truth of the proposition in
the matrix elause is a consequence of the fulfilment of the condition in the
conditional clause4 ". Since main clause and subordinate if- clause are in a
relation of causation (an if-then relation), one easy conclusion to draw
from 'if P then Q' is that 'if not P then not Q':
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(5)

!fyou study,

you will pass the cxam ® Ifyou clon't study you won't
,

pass the c xam
However, there are conditional clauses which, according to Quirk

( 1985),

express

"

indirect condition" and are said to r cprcsen t "more

pcripheral uses". Thus in

(6)

lfyou 1va11t to pass the exam. I couid tcach you sorne extra hours

the implication "If you don't want to pass the exam, I couldn t teach you.. . "
'

does not hold. The offcr to teach you is simply not rnade, since it would
not make any sense to do so.
lt scerns obvious that in such cases thc condition is not related to
the situation in the m atrix clause, hut it rather relates to the performance of

the speech act exprcsscd in thc matrix clause: the speech act cxprcsscd in
is contingent on the fulfilmcnt ofthe
co n dition exprcssed in the subordinate clause. This distinction was already
notcd and accoun ted for by Haegcman (1984), who spcaks of 'ocurrence
con d it i o na \ s' in thc íirs t case and spee ch a ct conditionals' (also
the matrix clause (thc spcaker s offer)
'

.

'

-

'utterance-conditionals' or 'pragmatic conditionals') in the sccond, in the
sense that they motivate the utterance of a speaker in sorne way .
However, this is no! the on ly case in which the relations between
conditional and m ain clause diverge from the basic pattcrn. Thus, in

(7)

lf he is smiling, he has passed the cxam

it is not the occurrence of a SoA nor thc performance of a speech act what
depends on the occuncncc of the SoA designated by the conditional
clause. Rathcr, the consequence derivable from the fulfilment of the

condition is our infcrence tl1at he has passed the cxam.
My suggcstion is to reformulate Qu irk s explanation of these
'

"peripheral uses" in the sense that what is involved in such cases is not an
indirect condition but a c ondition on a diffcrent sort of entity to that of the

basic type. corresponding to a different leYei of the clause5•
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Thus, whereas in the basic type, two different SoAs are connected
so that the occurrence of one depends on the occurrence of the other, in
the peripheral use illustrated by (6) it is not the occurrence of a SoA but
the performance of a speech act what depends on the occurrence of the
SoA designated by the conditional.
In (7), the entity that is dependent on the fulfilment of the condition
is a Possible Fact. The potential fact described in the matrix clause can be
asserted as true if the condition is fulfilled. The fact that "he has passed
the exam" must be true if he is smiling.
There are still other cases of "peripheral" conditional clauses. Thus,
the conditional clause
(8)

lf1 may say so, you look awful in that dress

is a conventional expression of politeness which makes the speaker's
utterance seemingly dependent on the permission of the hearer. lt does
not imply "lf I may, you look awful, and ifl may not you don't". Your being
awful doesn't depend on my permission to say so. You look awful anyway.
Similarly, a sentence like
(9)

lfhe passes the exam, 1'11 eat the book

does not express a condition but it makes a strong assertion: my conviction
that he won't pass the exam. Quirk labels cases like this one "rhetorical
conditionals". In my view, examples like (9) are not true conditionals, since
no condition is imposed on any of the predicational, propositional or clause
levels.
Further fuzzy cases are what could be termed "Completive-like
conditionals" (or the other way around), exemplified below:
(10)

lf the arder is wrong, now is the time to say so,

which could be paraphrased as "You should say that the order is
wrong now if that is the case".
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S umming up, if we want to explain thesc differcnt typcs of
conclitional clause in tcrms of the l ayercd structure of thc clausc, the
following groups could be made:
Fig.5
Typc ofConditonal

Lcvcl ofthe clause

BAS!C

Leve]

Entity on which Illustration
condition holds

JNFERENTIAL

2 (prcdication)
Leve! 3 (proposition)

Possible fact

TIUGGER-OF-S-A

Levcl 4 (illocution)

Spccch act

SoA

(11)
(12)
(13)(14)(15)

( 16)( 17)(18)
BASIC CONDJTIONAL: thc occurrence ofthe SoA dcsignatccl by
the pre dication in the conditional is a contingency on thc occurrence of
the SoA in thc matrix clause.

(11)

Jfyou study,

you will pass thc exam

INFERENTIAL CONDITIONAL: the conditional is the source of
knowledge or motivation forthe proposition expressed in the matrix clause.

(12)

Jf he is smiling,

he has passed thc cxam

The potential fact describecl in matrix clause is asscrted in terms of
its truth. Thc truth of a proposition conclitions thc truth of another
proposition.
CONDITlON ON SPEECH ACT' S PERFORMANCE: The
conditional sentence expresses thc conclition for the t1iggering of the Speech
Act.

(13)

lfyou irnnt to pass

the

exm11,

I coulcl tcach you sorne extra hours

There are differcnt types of speech act which can be clesignatecl hy
the matrix clause:

(14)

lfyou are going my 1rny,

T need a lift hack

( 'If you're going my way, will you please give me a lift

REQUEST

b ack?

'

)
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(15)

ORDER
In case he ever asks you, I don't know you
('In case he ever asks you, tell him that I don't know you. ')
If you want to pass the exam, why are you watching TV?
QUESTIONn
( 'I do not understand why you are watching TV, which is not the
expected behaviour if you want to pass the exarn')
OFFER
If you are hungry, there is sorne food in the fridge
('If you are hungry, you can take food from the fridge')
John has left, in case you haven 't heard
STATEMENT
('I tell you that John has left because maybe you haven't heard')

(16)

(17)
(18)

Haegeman (1984) draws on Sperber and Wilson's yet unpublished
proposal and regards such examples as 'conditions on the relevance' of
the main proposition, which provide explicit guidance as to how the rnain
proposition should be processed, avoiding misinterpretations in sorne
cases. Thus, in ( 17) the proposition that there is food in the fridge is
irrelevant if it were not for the inference which the hearer is expected to
draw frorn the conditional: that he is allowed to eat the food in the fridge.
Similarly, in (16) the speaker introduces in the if-clause his rnotivation for
asking the question and the conditional clause points out the context
against which processsing rnust take place. Thus, although the question
rnay be relevant in isolation, what the speaker expects is not rnerely that
the hearer provides information conceming why he is watching TV, but he
is expected to relate his answer to the information that he wants to pass
the exam, which seems to be in conflict with incoming data (ie to be watching
TV).
Haegeman (1984) includes further subtypes within this group of
"speech act-conditionals", ali of thern subsumed under Quirk's "indirect
conditionals". They are:
(a) Politeness expressions:

(19)

If you don 't mind my saying so, you won't pass the exarn.
(b) Metalinguistic comments hedging the wording ofthe utterance:

(20)

His style is florid, if that's the right word
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(c) Uncertai nty about cxtralinguistic knowiedge :
(21)

l met your girlfriend CaroJi ne l ast night,

if Caroline is your gir(/i-imd

As beforc, the sc are c onditi ons on the relevance of the spea ker ' s
utteran ce :
Politeness conditionals suggcst that the main sentencc may be out

of context, possi bly because it doe s not occur at the momcn t at which we
nonnally (i.e. acc ording to our backg round assumptions conce ming polite
con versation) expect such rernarks. Thcir role is to modify the force of the

the matrix clausc (gcnerally a strong asse rtion, a w arn ing, a
avoicling thcir intcrpretation as inappropriate from the paii of the

speech act in
threa t.. . ),
hcarer.

As regareis thosc conditionals pnwiding metalinguistic comrnents,
t hey draw the hearer's attcntion to the potcntial vagueness of words and
phrases in thc utteranccs. an<l by means of thcm the speaker hints at
furthcr inferences to be <lrawn. In so doing they contribute to the rclevance
of the uttcrance since thc hcarc r will be able to attach the appropriate
mcaning to the worcl or phrase.
The last type of conditionals, e x p r e ssin g u ncerta inty a bout
extralinguisti c knowledge, serve as a warning to the hearcr that the refcrence
is not clcarly established, in this way avoiding wrong contextual implications
clerivecl from faulty refcrence.
In my view, thmtgh th esc threc pcripheral types of conditionals
i llustr ated in (19), (20) an d ( 2 1) share with thc proper sp eec h act
conditionals their being co ndi tion s on the relcvancc of the utt e rance
exp rcssL:d in the rnain clause, the y are conclitions of a different kind in that

they do not condition the pe1formance of thc

act itself bu t they
or as warning
to the hearer as to the \ aguencss ora term ora Cault y refcrence. I \\ ill label
serve as

m itigators

speech

ofthe force that the Ltttcrance may h ave

such cases "fake" conditionals.
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4. CONDITIONAL CLAUSES

& FG TYPOLOGY OF SATELLITES

In FG conditional clauses are regarded as satellites. Each of the
recognized levels of the clause is taken to have its own satellites, whose
semantic contribution is essential to the building up of a fully specified
predication.
Fig.6
Layer

Satellite

PREDICA1E
PREDICATION
PROPOSITTON
IllOCUTION

Predicate satellite
Predication satellite
Proposition satellite
Illocutionary satellite6

Level-1 (predicate) satellites specify additional interna! properties
of the SoA designated by the nuclear predication:
(22)

Mary danced beautifully

Level-2 (predication) satellites serve to localize the SoA as defined
in the core predication with respect to temporal, local, and cognitive
dimensions:
(23)

Mary danced beautifully yesterday

Level-3 (proposition) satellites reflect the speaker's evaluation of
and attitude towards the content of the expressed proposition:
(24)

Mary certainly danced beautifully yesterday

Level -4 (illocutionary) satellites specify or modify the force of the
basic illocution of the utterance (mitigation & reinforcement)7:

(25)

Honestly, Mary certainly danced beautifully yesterday

If we were to classify conditional clauses in terms of the typology
of adverbial satellites proposed in the FG framework, the former typology
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of condi t ional clauses will concspond to the following classification of
satellites:
F'ig. 7
Typc of conditional

Satellite type

BASlC

Level2

lNFERENTIAL

Level3

TRIGGER-OF-SPEECHACT

Levcl4

"FAKE"

Level4

Basic conditionals are Predication (i.e. Leve! 2) Satellites. A

Con diti on satellite of leve! 2 speci fie s a SoA on the occurrence of which
the occurrenee of another SoA d epends. The SoA of passi ng the cxam"
"

will take pla ce if the SoA of "studying" takes place

.

Inferential con di tio na l s are P ropositional (i.e. Leve!

3) Satell ites. A

Condition satcllite of leve! 3 specifies a SoA the occurrence of which
provides the evidence on which the propositional c ontent (of the matrix
clause) is based or supports the fact designated by such propositional
contcnt. If the SoA of

"

smiling" occurs, the proposition "that he has

passed the exam" can be asserted as true, or, at least, quite probable.
"Trigger-of-Speech-Act" conditionals are Illocutionary (i.e. Level

4) S a tel l i tes. A Condition satc ll i te of level 4 specifies a c ond iti on on the
felicity of the speech act. My offer to teach you sorne extra hours is
appropriate if it is true tha t you want to pass the exam. Otherwise, it won't
make any sense.

''Fake" conditionals can also be seen as Illocutionary Satellites,
a l though thcy are not a true condition on the performance of the Speech
Act sin ce their runction is to soften the strength of the utterance expre ssed
by the

m at rix clause, which is general ly a strong assertion, a warning or a

threat, and it is not expected to be fulfilled.
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5. CONCLUSIONES

In this paper we hope to have demonstrated that the layered
structure of the clause, as proposed in Hengeveld (1987, 1988, 1989, 1997)
provides a natural framework for the subcategorization of satellites in ge
neral, and more specifically for our concem here, a better framework for the
classification of conditional sentences.

NOTES
l. FG owns its layered conception of the underlying clause structure to
Hengeveld (1987, 1988, 1989), who developed the idea of
distinguishing between the predication and the proposition within
the structure of the clause, and demonstrated the usefulness of
this idea with particular reference to the analysis of different types
of modalities. In doing so he incorporated certain ideas from Foley
Van Valin (1984), Bybee (1985), andLehmann (1987).
2. Fourth-order entities, which refer to speech acts, and which can be
evaluated in terms of their felicity are not contemplated by Lyons in
his typology.
3. One late advance is the introduction of Leve! O, represented by the
Predicate, which designates a Property/relation and can be
evaluated in terms of its Aplicability.
4. The statement Quirk makes is highly inappropriate since he ignores a
semantic distinction between predication, proposition and clause,
which tum out to be crucial in a semantic discussion on conditional
sentences.
5. These semantic differences can be shown to have severa! syntactic
reflexes, as Haegeman & Wekker (1984) & Haegeman (1984) obser
ve. However, we have ignoredthem here, our only concem being
semantic.
6. More recently, Hengeveld (p.c.) has introduced a new leve!, with its
corresponding satellites: Leve!- 5 (clause) satellites locate the
utterance in the context of discourse: Honestly, Mary certainly
danced beautifully yesterday, if1 may say so. However, this makes
the status of "Fake" conditionals rather fuzzy, since sometimes
they are considered as belonging to Leve! 4 (1997: 304) as in 1f1 may
speak frankly, 1 would say that..., which provides comment from
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the speaker on his manner of saying what he <loes say in uttering
the rnatrix

cla usc,

sornetirnes to Leve! 5,

as in Honestly, Mwy

certainly danced beautifully yesterda); if l may say so.

7. Illocutionary satcllitcs correspond to Quirk's ( 1985)

junc ts".

"dis

His

di st ínct íon between the central adjuncts, and the more per iph e ral
subjuncts, conjun ct s ami di sju nc ts is a reJ1ex of his own conception

rcgarding thc existencc of different lcvels in which adverbials
(satellites in FG) operatc.
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